Wiring Instructions

Red- 12v Accessory Power
Yellow- 12v Accessory Power
Black- Ground
Green- boost sender
(Connects to white wire from sender)

SENSOR MOUNTING: Please mount the sensor inside the cabin. Mounting it in the engine bay will expose it to high temps and possible water/moisture. We take no responsibility for damaged sensors by these elements.

Note: Please be sure not to over-tighten the screws.

Installing U bracket.

There are a total of 20 PCS of LED lights inside.

-15~0 PSI
Yellow LED X 6 PCS

1~22 PSI
Green LED X 7 PCS

23~45 PSI
Red LED X 7 PCS

~ If the boost level is higher than 22 PSI for 3 seconds or more, the digital number will start flashing for warning.

~ Boost display: Digital type ->-15~45PSI,
   Analog LED ->-15~45PSI.
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